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said heat pump will be high and the electrical energy 
consumption will be low. 

It is a further object of this invention to partially bury 
a house in the earth and provide means to use solar 
energy to raise the temperature of the surrounding earth 
whereby the living spaces adjacent said warm earth are 
kept in a dry and livable condition. 

Other objects of this invention, not at this time more 
particularly enumerated, will be understood from the 
following detailed description. 

Illustrative embodiments of this invention are shown 
in the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional elevation of a 
house adapted to be heated by a heat pump operated 
heating system according to this invention, this view 
showing locations of the heat pump, attic heat exchanger, 
house heat dispensing heat exchanger, and earth heat 
storage area, the latter being located beneath the house, 
and Fig. 1A is a fragmentary view, showing the earth 
heat storage area located exteriorly of the house. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic view of one embodiment of a 
heat pump operated house heating system according to 
this invention such as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a schematic view of modified embodiment of 
a heat pump operated house heating system according 
to this invention; and Fig. 4 is a schematic view of an 
other modified embodiment of a heat pump operated 
house heating system according to this invention. 

_ Fig. S is a detail vertical sectional view of an attic 
heat recovery apparatus, taken on line 5--5 in Fig. 1, 
but drawn on an enlarged scale; Fig. 6 is a vertical sec 
tional view of the same, taken in line 6-6 in Fig. 5; 
and Fig. 7 is a vertical sectional view of the same, taken 
on line 7-7 in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view through 
an earth heat storage area of the system, showing the 
heat transfer fluid conducting coils therein provided with 
one way heat conductor connected therewith and leading 
thereto from deep >earth beneath said storage area; Fig. 9 
is a vertical longitudinal section, taken on line 9--9 in 
Fig. 8, but drawn on an enlarged scale; and Fig. 10 is a 
detail transverse sectional view, taken on line 10-10 in 
Fig. 9. 

Fig. 1l is a graph illustrating the adaptation of a heat 
pump to a house heating system according to this inven 
tion; Fig. l2 is a graph indicating duration curves in 
hours per year at various temperatures in a temperate 
area, such e. g. as the New York metropolitan district, 
from which curves heating requirements can be ascer 
tained; and Fig. 13 is a graph showing a curve indicating 
power requirement when the heat pump receives heat 
from the earth heat storage area when outdoor tempera 
ture is very low, i. e. approximately at zero F. 

Similar characters of reference are employed in the 
hereinabove described views, to indicate corresponding 
parts. 

Referring first to Fig. 1 which illustrates a house struc 
turehaving an attic space above its living rooms. The 
house roof 151, which extends over the attic space, is 
constructed of heat conductive material, preferably com~ 
prising aluminum painted black, although it may com 
prilse thin wood shingles or other heat conductive mate» 
na . 

insulating but radiant heat conducting material 152, such 
as glass, corrugated transparent plastic material or the 
like. The end gables of the house are preferably heat 
insulated, 4and louvers are provided in the attic walls, 
whereby to be adapted to stand open in the summer, but 
to be closed in the winter. A heat pump or compressor 
3, preferably located `in the lower region of the house, 
pumps heat from an evaporator 1 to a condenser 5 in the 
usual manner. As shown more in detail in Fig. 2, a pump 
17P pumps a cold heat transfer fluid from an evaporator 
coil 10 to an attic heat recovery apparatus 107 in warm 
winter weather.V This cold heat transfer fluid -is warmed 

Said roof 151 is covered with a convective heatl 
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4 
by attic air as it passes through the attic heat.recovery 
apparatus 107, and carries the heat so received to said 
evaporator coil 10. The warmed heat transfer fluid 
gives up its received heat to the liquid refrigerant in the 
evaporator 1, causing said refrigerant to boil. In very 
cold winter weather pump 17P is shut down and pump 
20P is operated. The cold heat transfer ñuid is there 
upon pumped through the conducting coils 22, which 
are buried in the heat storage area 23 beneath the house, 
and back to the evaporator coil 10, thus transferring heat 
from the earth heat storage area to the liquid refrigerant 
in evaporator 1, causing said refrigerant to boil. When 
pump 26P is operated, it pumps hot heat transfer ñuid 
from the coil 12 in condenser 5 to a house heat dispensing 
heat exchanger 106, from which heat is emitted to warm 
the house air, whereupon the somewhat cooled heat trans 
fer fluid passes back to the condenser coil 12 and is 
again warmed as it condenses the hot compressed refrig 
erant gas delivered to the condenser by the compressor 3. 
When the demand for house heat is satisfied, pump 26P 
is stopped, and pump 30P is put in operation. Said pump 
30P operates to circulate the hot heat transfer ñuid 
through the coils 22 in thc earth heat storage area 23 and 
back to the coil 12 in condenser 5, so that heat delivered 
to the condenser 5 by operation of compressor 3 is con 
ducted to and stored in the earth heat storage area 23. 
The attic heat recovery apparatus 107 can be arranged 

to receive attic air regardless of its location, i. e. although 
it is preferable to locate said attic heat recovery apparatus 
within the attic, this is not essential so long as its intake 
communicates with the attic air. It has been found that 
in sunny winter weather the attic air will receive enough 
heat to remain warm enough to efficiently serve the heat 
recovery device 107 for delivery of a full quota of heat 
to the heat pump notwithstanding the outdoor air may bc 
at freezing temperature. 
As shown in Fig. 1, above the earth heat storage area 

23 and its contained heat transfer fluid conducting coils 
22, there shown beneath the house, it is desirable to pro 
vide a series of trenches T which are traversed by a per 
forate water pipe P imbedded in coarse gravel G with 
which said trenches are filled, so that water in desired 
quantity may flood these trenches when needed. A bat 
tery B is connected between this water pipe P and the earth 
heat storage area coils 22 so as to cause Water to flow 
from the former to the latter. When the earth is found 
to have low thermal conductivity, water is caused to ñow 
to the coils 22 by electric osmosis, thus tending to hold 
moisture around said coils for a long period. 
As shown in Fig. 1A, the earth heat storage area 23 

and its contained heat transfer fluid conducting coils 22 
can optionally be located exteriorly of but adjacent to 
the house. In such case the area should be walled in by 
walls W to prevent entrance into said area of cold mois 
ture which may saturate the outer earth after a storm. 
Said walls prevent both inward and outward migration 
of moisture to and from the earth heat storage area, and 
thus prevents dissipation of stored heat by carrying away 
thereof by migrating moisture. The means above de 
scribed for holding moisture by electric osmosis around the 
coils 22 may be used with the exterior earth heat storage 
area, if desired. 

Referring now to Fig. 2 in which one embodiment of 
the' system is schematically shown in detail, cold liquid 
refrigerant gas is delivered by conduit 2 from the evapor 
ator 1 to the compressor 3, which is driven by electric 
motor 14, and is compressed and heated by operation of 
the compressor. The hot refrigerant is delivered by con 
duit 4 from the compressor 3 to the condenser 5, and is 
condensed in the latter so as to fill the same to a level 

, 13. The condensed liquid refrigerant is discharged from 
the condenser 5 through pipe 6 for ñow through coils 7, 
and thence, by way of return pipe 8, through a ñoat 
valve 9 back to evaporator 1, whereby to flood the in 
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will ring the alarm bell 117, to warn the householder 'that 
enought heat is stored in the earth heat storage area. A 
single pole, double throw switch 119 will be thrown to 
down position which will condition the pressure gauge 
107P for operation by the thermostat 107T associated 
with the attic heat recovery device 107, whereby to ̀ sound 
the alarm bell 117 when the temperature of the air cir 
culated through the `attic heat recovery device drops too 
low to supply enough heat for economical operation of 
the heat pump, that is when air temperature drops e. g. 
to 25° F. 

If attic or outdoor air serving the attic heat recovery 
device 107 rises in temperature, e. g. to 50° F., as shown 
by the pressure gauge 107P, householder will throw con 
trol switch 103 yto down position, lthus stopping motor 
106M and fan 106F of the house heating device 106, 
and also stopping motor 26M and pump 26P to interrupt 
circulation of hot heat transfer fluid through house heat 
ing device 106, while at the same time continuing opera 
tion of heat pump compressor operating motor 14, and 
starting mot-or 30M to operate pump 30P, whereby to 
circulate hot heat transfer fluid through the earth heat 
storage area coils 22, thus to supply heat to the earth 
heat storage area 23 for storage therein. This operation 
is continued until pressure gauge 23P indicates high tem 
pertaure, e. g. 65° F., and closes on high alarm contact 
23PH, so that alarm bell signal is given. Under this 
condition, householder can open switch 103 and stop the 
heating system, at 'the -sa-me time throwing switch 120 
close on low temperature contact 23PL of gauge 23P, 
so that alarm 117 will sound when temperature of earth 
hea-t storage area drops to a predetermined low value, 
e. g. 60° F. If this occurs switch 103 can be thrown 
down to resume heat storage operation or up to resume 
house heat dispensing operation. 

If 'alarm is sounded to indicate `temperature drop of 
attic or outdoor air serving the attic heat recovery de 
vice 107, the householder will throw switch 104 to down 
position, whereby to stop operation of motor 107M and 
fan 107F, and also motor 17M which operates pump 17P 
for circulating cold heat transfer fluid -through the attic 
heat recovery device 107, while at the same time start 
ing operation of motor 20M to drive pump 20P, whereby 
to circulate heat -transfer fluid in such manner as to carry 
heat from the earth heat storage area 23 to the heat 
pump evaporator coil 10. Under these circumstances, 
switch 119 will be thrown up to close on contact 107Ph 
of gauge 107P, said gauge when reaching its high tem 
perature indicating condition will close the alarm cir 
cuit vand ring alarm bell 117, to warn the householder 
that switch 104 may -then be returned to its normal up 
position for standard operation of the heat pump and the 
system. 

In Fig. 3 is shown a modified arrangement of the heat 
pump operated house heating system of this invention. ‘ 
This modifie-d arrangement differs from that above de 
scribed and shown in Fig. 2 principally in ‘th-at the re~ 
frigerant rather than the heat transfer fluid i-s circulated 
to and from the hea-t pump through the attic heat re 
covery device 107 and ‘the house heating device 106, 
while the heat transfer fluid circulates only to and from 
the coils 22 of the earth heat storage area 23. In this 
modified arrangement of the system, the circulation of 
heat transfer fluid `to conduct heat from the earth heat 
storage area 23 to the evaporator coil 10 of evaporator 1 
is substantially similar to the »arrangement in the system 
shown in Fig. 2, and the circulation of hot heat transfer 
fluid, whereby to conduct heat to the storage area in 
average winter weather, and through a condenser coil 12, 
is also substantially similar to the larrangement in the b 
system shown in Fig. 2. However, in this embodiment of 
Fig. 3, the attic heat recovery device 107 is connected in 
the liquid refrigerant -circulating line, and whenever the 
heat pump is operated -to receive heat from the attic hea-t 
recovery device 107, said device 107 serves as an evapo 
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8 
rator, and condensed liquid refrigerant, delivered through 
pipe 33 is evaporated in the heat exchanger 107B, and 
the cold refrigerant gas then passes by way of pipe 34 
directly through an evaporator 1 to the heat pump com 
pressor 3. 
The house heating device 106, in this modified system, 

is connected directly to heat pump compressor 3 by pipe 
4A which leads to the heat exchanger 106B, so that the 
latter can serve as a condenser for delivered hot re 
frigerant gas, and thus transfer the heat of condensa 
tion to the air blown through the heat exchanger 106B 
by fan 106F for house space heating effect. The con~ 
densed liquid refrigerant discharges from the heat ex 
changer 106E through pipe 4B, and passes directly to con 
denser 5, and thence by pipe 35 into a float valve 36 by 
which its flow to a liquid refrigerant cooler 77 is governed, 
being discharged from the latter through float valve 78 to 
pipe 33 through which it passes to the attic heat recovery 
device 107 for recirculation to the heat pump compressor 
3. The liquid refrigerant cooler 77 performs a function 
similar to that performed by the pipes 7 in the system 
of Fig. 2, in that sensible heat is given up by refrigerant 
liquid for transfer by heat transfer fluid to the earth heat 
storage area 23. In the cooler 77, the liquid refrigerant 
flows from right to left in counterñow relation to cold 
heat transfer fluid flowing in the cooler contained coil 38 
from left to right, said heat transfer fluid being de 
livered to coil 38 by pipes 22C and 37 from the relatively 
cool deep section of the coils 22 of the earth heat storage 
area 23. In so passing through the cooler coil 38, the 
heat transfer fluid is warmed. 

Leaving the cooler coil 38, the warmed heat transfer 
fluid passes through pipe 39, valve 40 and through a re 
stricted orifice fitting O to pipe 41, and thence to pump 
30P which is driven by motor 30M. Pump 30P forces the 
warm heat transfer fluid by way of pipes 42 and 22H into 
the hot end of the earth heat storage area coil 22. The 
restricted orifice fitting O limits the flow of heat transfer 
fluid through the coil 38 of cooler 77 to a quantity suf~ 
ficiently small so that the limited amount of condensed 
liquid refrigerant available in cooler 77 is able to warm 
the heat transfer fluid to a temperature substantially 
higher than the temperature of the top level of the earth 
heat storage area 23. Since the hot liquid Irefrigerant 
passes through the cooler 77 in counterllow relation to the 
heat transfer fluid, said refrigerant liquid is cooled nearly 
to the temperature of the relatively cool bottom level of 
the earth heat storage area 23. 

In normal operation of the modified system of Fig. 3, 
when temperature of air blown through the attic heat re 
covery device 107 is e. g. above 25° F., pump 20F is 
idle, so that refrigerant evaporator 1 serves merely as a 
conduit to deliver cold refrigerant gas from the attic heat 
recovery device 107 to the heat pump compressor 3. 

In very cold winter weather, if temperature of air serv 
ing the attic recovery device 107 drops to e. g. 25° F. or 
below, the fan 107F of heat exchanger 107B is stopped 
and said heat exchanger 107B fills up with condensed 
liquid refrigerant which overflows therefrom through pipe 
34 into evaporator 1, while it fills to a normally main 
tained level 11. Pump 201’ is started and operates to 
draw cold heat transfer fluid from coil 10 in evaporator 1 
through check valve 20C, and forces this cold heat trans 
fer fluid through pipe 21 into the deep end of the coils 22 
of the earth heat storage area 23, and then-ce upwardly 
through said coils 22, whereby the heat transfer fluid is 
warmed by the heat in said storage area 23, and there 
upon is returned for recirculation through the coil 10 of 
evaporator 1. Heat ‘from the warm heat transfer fluid 
in coil 10 causes the liquid refrigerant in evaporator to 
boil, and the resultant refrigerant gas to pass to the heat 
pump compressor 3. 
A solenoid coil 84 is connected in parallel with the 

motor 106M for fan 106F of the house heating device, so 
that when the fan motor 106 is running said solenoid coil 
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located at upper levels of the tank and cold water at 
lower levels thereof. - ì 

Referring to Figs. 5, 6 and 7, these views show an il~ 
lustrative structural arrangement of the attic heat re 
oovery device 107, whereby the air delivered therethrough 
will be automatically drawn either from indoor attic 
air or outdoor air, whichever is of higher temperature. 
The attic heat recovery device 107 comprises a duct 
structure having an upstanding intake section 1071 at one 
end, which is open adjacent to the peak of the attic in 
terior, and an upstanding discharge section 107D at its 
opposite end. Within and across the duct, between the in 
take and discharge sections, is located the heat exchanger 
107B, fan 107F and motor 107M for driving the latter. 
The discharge section 107D of the duct is provided at its 
end with an outlet port 98, which opens into the attic in 
terior, and in an adjacent side wall with a second outlet 
port 97, which opens through a branch duct 107B ex 
tending through the house wall W to outdoors. -A damper 
86, located within the discharge section 107D of the duct 
between the ports 98 and 97, is ñxed on a shaft 87, so as 
to be movable to selectively close one of said ports and 
open the other. Temperature responsive means is pro 
vided for automatically moving said damper 86 to close 
either port 98 or port 97 accordingly as outdoor tem 
perature is higher than indoor temperature, and vice 
versa. This temperature responsive means comprises an 
indoor Sylphon bellows 96, supported from the interior 
side of the house wall W by bracket 96A, and an outdoor 
Sylphon bellows 95 supported from the exterior side of 
the house wall W by a bracket 95A. These Sylphon bel 
lows contain a volatile substance, such as butane, and the 
opposed ends of said Sylphon bellows are interconnected 
by a slide bar 94. Rotatably supported in connection 
with the attic heat recovery device 107, adjacent to said 
slide bar 94, is a pulley 89 upon the shaft of which is 
fixed a forked lever arm 93, the fork of which engages 
a. laterally projecting co-upler pin 94A añixed to the slide 
bar 94. To the pulley 89 is anchored a pull cable 92. 
This pull cable engages around a pulley 88 fixed on a 
shaft 87 by which damper 86 is actuated. The free end 
portion 91 of pull cable 92 is attached to an anchored pull 
spring 90. Pull spring 90 normally exerts pull on cable 
92, whereby to rotate the pulley 88 and shaft 87 in di 
rection to swing damper 86 into closed relation to the 
out-let port 98 which communicates with the attic interior. 

In operation, the attic heat recovery device performs 
as follows: When attic air is at higher temperature than 
outdoor air, the butane in indoor Sylphon bellows 96 ex 
pands and that in outdoor Sylphon bellows 95 contracts. ' 
This results in sliding the slide bar 94 outwardly, to 
thereby move the forked lever arm 93 to the right, thus 
rotating the pulleys 89 and 88 counterclockwise, and 
thereby swinging damper 96 to closed relation to outdoor 
communicating port 97 and opening port 98. Under these ' 
conditions air is taken from the attic interior and passed 
through the heat exchanger 106B and back into attic. 
The heat pump is thus served by heat taken from warm 
attic air. 
On the other hand, when out-door air is at a higher 

temperature than attic air, the butane in outdoor Sylphon 
bellows 95 expands and that in indoor Sylphon bellows 
contracts. This results in sliding the slide bai 94 in~ 
wardly, to thereby move the forked lever arm 93 to the 
left, thus rotating the pulleys 89 and 88 clockwise, and 
thereby swinging damper 86 to closed relation to attic 
interior communicating port 98 and opening outdoor com 
municating port 97. Air will now enter the attic space 
through an intake passage means 153 (see Fig. l), and 
will be passed through the heat exchanger 107E and 
thence back outdoors through port 97 and branch duct 
107B. The heat pump is thus served by heat taken from 
outside air. 

In the operation .of the illustrative embodiments of the 
heat pump operated house heating system according to 
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12 
this invention, when spring weather arrives, and pro 
longed cold weather spells are not likely to occur, charg 
ing of heat into the earth heat storage area 23 may be 
discontinued, and heat may be extracted from the earth 
heat storage area 23 whenever the temperature of said 
area is higher than that of outdoor air passed through 
the attic heat exchanger 107B. 

In systems according to this invention in illustrative 
embodiments such as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, wherein 
an earth heat storage area 23 has imbedded therein heat 
tnansfer coils 22, it is desirable to provide in connection 
with said coils 22, between the same and the underlying 
earth mass, a thermal check valve structure which func 
tions to transmit heat from deep earth to the coils 22 and 
the earth heat storage area 23 surrounding the latter, but 
which operates to prevent dissipation of heat to deep 
earth from said coils 22 and the surrounding earth heat 
storage area 23. One practical form of such thermal 
check valve structure is shown in Figs. 8 to 10 inclusive, 
and includes a series of one way heat conductive de 
vices 70. Each said device 70 comprises a hollow, sub 
stantially flat thin metal envelope, preferably of the per 
pendicularly ribbed formation shown in Fig. 10 whereby 
to strengthen and reenforce the same against collapse or 
distortion. Each said envelope is filled to a level 75, 
spaced a substantial distance below its upper end, with 
a low boiling point liquid, such as butane. These one~ 
way heat conductive devices extend between adjacent 
courses of the coils 22, i. e. from a lower course to a 
next course above, and are fastened thereto by thermally 
conductive concrete 72 composed of cement containing, as 
aggregate, a highly heat conducted material such as iron 
filings, steel chips or the like. To the lowest courses 
of the coils 22 are fastened a type of one-way heat con 
ductive devices 71 which can be driven into the deep earth 
underlying the earth heat Storage area 23. These latter 
devices are preferably in the form of metallic tubular 
members, closed at their upper ends by caps 77, and at 
their bottom ends by sharpened driving members 76. 
Each tubular member is filled to a level 78, spaced a sub 
stantial distance below its closed upper end, with a low 
boiling point liquid, such as butane. Each device is driven 
downward into the earth underlying the earth heat stor 
age area 23, whereupon its upper end is fastened to a 

 lowest level course of coils 22, by a thermally conductive 
concrete 72 such as already above described. 
The thermal check valve structure functions as fol 

lows: Heat from deep earth contacting the tubular mem 
bers 71 will cause the liquid contained therein to boil, 
and the resultant vapor at the cooler top of said mem 
bers will condense, so that the heat of condensation will 
be transferred to the low courses of the coils 22. Heat 
from the low courses of the coils 22 will cause the liquid 
contained in the envelopes 70 to boil, and the resultant 
vapor will be condensed, so that the heat of condensation 
will be transferred to the earth of the earth heat storage 
area. In this manner heat may be recovered from deep 
earth in very cold winter weather. Since flow of heat 
downwardly through the thermal check valve structure 
cannot take place, said structures inhibit escape of any 
substantial amount of heat from the coils 22 and the 
surrounding earth heat storage area 23 to deep under 
lying earth. 

In the system embodiment of Fig. 4, use of the thermal 
check valve envelopes 70 between courses of the coils 
22 submerged in the water of the tank 55 is not neces 
sary, and the thermal check valve structure may be 1im~ 
ited to the inclusion of the tubular members 71 arranged 
to extend between bottommost courses of the coils 22, 
through the tank bottom, 'into deep earth, so that heat 
conducted from the deep earth is transferred substantially 
directly to the water content of tank 55. 
The eñìciency of the heat pump operated house heat 

ing system of this invention will be enhanced, when used 
in‘a house ̀ structure a substantial part of the living space 
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thereof extends"belo`w ground;` surfaee’flevelßand iirtoïi'the 
earth' adjacent the earth` heat: storage“ area; smc " " 
ing» space contlig'uijn’is‘~.` to‘ the e’arth`w‘ill' b‘e'mainta‘rii 
dryiand‘livableconditioní _` g - 

The operationl and’advantag‘es'of» the‘fhèätpumii oper 
ated house heat-'ingfsystenrïof this invention"fisindicatëd 
by the gnaphs’of'Figs.’ 1 l,‘ 12 and 13.. _’ 

In Fig. 11,> th'eï‘curve G ' indicates B; t. u; peri‘honr 
plotted vertically: against outdoor.> >teniperatlire fplot""d 
hol'í'zorìtally, and' represents Va hieaf ’p’ur?pï having "Sììfìîî?ie‘?t 
capacity to heat a house“requirirígïa‘inet »heat input of 
67,“500 B. t. u'.O per liou‘r‘at zero‘E‘ outdoorv temperature; 
saidhousebeing‘e?ected'above‘gròundïlevellv ' V À 

Curve F represents theoutputniriB. t. ufpfeïho?r, 
plotted" as ordin'at'e‘agái?st' outdoor"temperatu?èïideg. 
Pfasabscis‘sâ, Arefîlui'red ‘to heat a hous'e'ofîth'e saine“v size 
as A‘in curve >G fbut 'partially buried'in Athe 'earth‘ï and hav 
ing the attic builtiinf'th‘ér> `forrri`of a Solar heat'trapf'and 
having the earth‘undër thè house heated."V l ì l 

CurveïE Vrepresents la heat pump`> able ̀ to'fsifxp'ply 36,000 
Bi t. u. per hour atwzeio deg. and?" b_le tofsupply‘f'the 
41,00`0"B._t. u. p'erV hour requiredib' 

s20 

andf able te supply ' aufiieá; reggirememspf'gthe Uh uses . 

taking heat from the earth at alterriperature of._50 deg. 
Since Vit isfpropòsêd' >in'.'’thiswtìesign ¿toluíäinîtäirïfuil 

eartlitemperature seldom" less than 60`°ÍF."` 
A_willbe ablehto supplyuthe heatrequi' 
house. However, in orderftofhaye. a> "su ` y v _ 
factor even. after` an unusually loii'gÍ'col-‘d 'spellftheî’he'át 
pump, having> an output in `accc'xrdanc'e ,withx..curîv`e'"B 
might be used; i. e., having exactly one-half’the capacity 
of heatpump (curve‘G). , 4 . ` ` p 

InA Fig. 12 curvey A represents an approXimatedur'a 
tiorrcurveY of outdoor temperature' deg. F. >againsthours 
peryear in the" metropolitan district aroundvNew York. 

A55 

60 

Curve B is obtained‘from‘. cur'vc`> A by plotting-,directly „ 
under. any' temperature on curve ‘A .the vheat.«.i'c'equire- " 
ment of the house as shown on curve‘N, Fig. 1l, lfortlrat 
temperature; it therefore gives the B. Yt.„u..„per4 hour 
plotted> at the extreme right against hours duration' as 
abscissaß f ‘l , . ` i Y ,i I 

The cur've .Clele'ctrical input in B." T,» U. per-hour as 
ordinate .against hours duration as__abséiss’awis_obtained 
by :dividing the "requirements as shown' on _curve B 'by the 
coeñi'cîieht'of performance’ at that teinperatu'reA “as ‘ 
onfpagre'y555 of the luly 195__1' magazine of Mec al _. 
Engineering. These' coeiricienfr are' plotted arabe-'levier 

65 
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Vdemand as ordinate on the extreme left and‘îdrfrat'iôn‘fïin 

the coefficient "of 'performanceîwillihefä instead “0132.5 
'and thè’fmaxirnu?nwdeina?d will?'be-'reduêed'm ene-y alf 
by.A reason of‘the ‘fact thatithefheatgpumpfi's receiving >heat 
from thefiearth atf60°` F. atacoetñéientfof performance 
of '5,'i whileíthefhea’tîptmrp 'FG (Fig: 11 ) ‘ received heat' 4from 
outddor'lairv at zero'F; at ‘a'ic'o’eñicie?t of performance' of 

.Curve X' illustrates"the-variable"Édemand i which will f be 
obtainedfif th'e'ëhe‘at pump"in‘the'rangerbetween`25° ̀ F. 
and‘ï30° F.‘i's sbmetimesïrunpn'outdöoí'air and‘sonre 
tim'es ‘ru‘n'on' g'rou‘n‘d‘storage;l i.l e.; in this rang‘é'it will 
bcfrun *on’groundïstorage'whenever the ground 'tempera 
ture vlis;s‘ay‘,"abm'le'the"désired"60° F. andfit will’be run 
on'sioutdoo'r :air‘ Íin ‘thisï ra'rrg‘e êwhen'f'the ground tempera 
tu'ì‘eeis vunder" the 'desir-edf? 60*i ' F." ' 

The ¿cross-hatched areabetvfèen curves A anni‘ßf'inns 

tainedßiri‘ the‘f forcgoingëdescription‘ "or 'shown in' the ' ac 
companying drawings shall be interpreted'Í as illiist’rative 
andïnot in a‘liinitingï sense'.` 

I claim: 
l. Inîa house heatingffs'ys‘tem employing' ‘a 'heat pump, 

an earth Vheat storage :area unde'r ’the hou‘sé'to receive 
andstore heat~ froní said pump inl the' >warmest winter 
weather wheníthewhou’se'space‘does not require heat and 
to serve‘as` a'irelatively highl temperature heat lsource for 

’z'sai'd pump'irrthe coldest‘wi'nter weather'whe'n the' house 
space needs heat,1 conduit means l:between ‘the--heat‘punip 
and ‘storage'area‘for conducting Y:heat transfer liuid `from 
one‘..to.the"other; said conduit means‘i'ncluding'coils'im 
.bedded inthe earth of‘said'st‘ora'ge areaisaid’coils' having 
'courses' thereof Iperpendicularly >spa-ced ̀ within  said earth, 
saidxconduit' means beingvso connectedfwith the heat 
pump that warm: heat transfer` fluid' moving-from the 
pumpv to. the storage Yareaenters the >high level courses 
_ofthe conduit coilsiand back to the. pump from the low 
level-.courses of said conduit coils but when .heat transfer 
ñuidgiscirculated. to supply .heat to the pump the same 
is drawn from the high level còurseseof'the »conduit coils 
andreturned to the lowlevel courses thereof, and'one 
way thermally conductive' devices connected between low 
level and high level courses of ~said conduit coils opera 
tivel to induce upward >iliwvgof heat therehetween, said 
devices’ operating> toltransfer heat> to the storage arca 
earthduring delivery ofthe heatyoutput ofl the heat pump 

_.thereto, .said >devices beingjadapted,l on the other hand, 
Áto ‘receive heat from the.l storage-area earth and-conduct 
it tok heattransfer fluid circulated in Said conduit coils 
when supplyingheat from storagefto the heat pump, 
whereby _dissipation of stored-fheat‘to deep‘earth under 
Hlying the storage area »isvreduced'to a minimum. 

.2. I‘nï a househeating system employing a heat pump 
according tolclairnL 1, further/including thermallyvcon 
du'ctìve cheçlcvalve meansfarranged torpenetrate deep 
earth uriderlyfiìigÍ said earth* heat storage larea and` con 
néëtê'd 'in heat" transfer" relation tofétllre.,lowest courses of 
the coils of said heat transfer cóñdiiêti?glcónduits" im 
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¿bedded in said storage area, whereby, when heat stored 
in said storage area drops to a low temperature value, 
residual heat from said deep earth is transferred to said 
storage area. 

3. In a house heating system, an electrically operated 
vheat pump including an evaporator and a condenser, heat 
transfer ñuid upon which the heat pump operates, a heat 
vstorage means provided by the earth beneath the house 
to be heated and comprising an upper level storage earth 
'area and an underlying lower level storage earth area, 
heat transfer fluid conducting means comprising an upper 
`section extending through the upper storage earth area 
'and a lower section extending therefrom through the 
lower storage earth area, means operable during a heat 
vstorage period adapted to circulate hot transfer ñuid 
through said conducting means in one direction, a sec 
-ond means operable during a stored heat withdrawal 
period to circulate cool transfer fluid through said con~ 
ducting means in the opposite direction, said first men 
tioned circulating means comprising a means operative 
to move hot transfer fluid from the heat pump condenser 
first through the upper section of said conducting means 
which contacts the upper storage earth area, then on 
through the lower section of said conducting means which 
contacts the lower storage earth area and thence back 
to said condenser, and said second mentioned cir 
culating means comprising means operative to circulate 
cool transfer ñuid from the heat pump evaporator first 
through the lower section of said conducting means 
which contacts the lower storage earth area, then on 
through the upper section of said conducting means 
which contacts the upper storage earth area and thence 
back to said evaporator, all whereby said upper storage 
earth area is maintained at a relatively high temperature 
and said lower storage earth area is maintained at a 
relatively low temperature so that heat loss to deep earth 
is held to a minimum. 

4. In a house heating system according to claim 3, 
one-way thermal check valve means cooperative with 
said conducting means and operative to transmitheat 
from underlying deep earth to the storage earth areas and 
to the sections of said conducting means extending 
through the latter, whereby dissipation of heat from the 
storage earth areas to deep earth is counteracted. 

5. A house and heating system therefor including an 
electrically driven heat pump having an evaporator and 
a condenser normally operative to pump heat from out 
door air to heat the house space, said house including an 
attic space having a roof constructed to pass solar energy 
therethrough to raise the temperature of 4attic air during ` 
sunny winter days, an external cover for said roof adapt 
ed to insulate it from cold winter air without impeding 
transmission of solar energy, an attic heat recovery de 
vice connected by heat transfer ñuid conduit means with 
the heat pump evaporator whereby to supply heat from 
the attic air to said evaporator, damper means operative 
to control movement of either attic air or outdoor air 
through the attic heat recovery device whichever is 
warmer, means responsive to both attic and outdoor air 
temperature for actuating said damper, a house space 
heating device connected by heat transfer ñuid conduit 
means with the heat pump condenser to receive heat 
from said condenser, a heat storage area provided by 
the earth adjacently underlying the house space, heat 
transfer fluid conducting means imbedded in the storage 
earth area, means to circulate hot transfer ñuid from the 
heat pump condenser through said conducting means, 
whereby to transfer heat to said storage earth area when 
heat is not required by the house space heating device, 
and means to circulate cool heat transfer fluid from the 
heat pump evaporator through said conducting means, 
whereby to transfer heat from said storage earth area to 
the transfer fluid and said heat pump evaporator during 
extreme cold weather. 
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6. A house and heating system therefor including an 

electrically driven heat pump having an evaporator and 
a condenser normally operative to pump heat from out 
door air to heat the house space, Isaid house including an 
attic space having a roof constructed to pass solar energy 
therethrough to raise the temperature of attic air during 
sunny winter days, an external cover for said roof adapted 
to insulate it from cold winter air without impeding trans 
mission of solar energy, an attic heat recovery device 
connected by heat transfer lluid conduit means with the 
heat pump evaporator whereby to supply heat from the 
attic air to Isaid evaporator, damper means operative to 
control movement of either attic air or outdoor air through 
the attic heat recovery device whichever is warmer, means 
responsive to both attic and outdoor air temperature for 
actuating said damper, a house space heating device con 
nected by heat transfer fluid conduit means with the heat 
pump condenser to receive heat from said condenser, `a 
heat storage means provided by the earth beneath the 
house and comprising an upper level storage earth area 
and an underlying lower level storage earth area, heat 
transfer lluid conducting means comprising an upper sec 
tion extending through the upper storage earth area and 
a lower section extending therefrom through the lower 
storage earth area, means operable during a heat storage 
period to circulate hot transfer fluid through said con 
ducting means in one direction, a second means operable 
during a stored heat withdrawal period to circulate cool 
transfer ñuid through lsaid conducting means in the op 
posite direction, said first mentioned circulating means 
comprising a means operative to move hot transfer fluid 
from the heat pump condenser first through the upper 
section of said conducting means which contacts the upper 
storage earth area, then on through the lower section of 
said conducting means which contacts the lower storage 
,earth area and thence back to the condenser, and said 
'second circulating means comprising means operative to 
_circulate cool transfer fluid from the heat pump evapo` 
rator first through the lower section `of said conducting 
means which contacts the lower storage earth area, then 
on through the upper section of said conducting means 
which contacts the upper storage earth area and thence 
back to said evaporator, all whereby said upper storage 
earth area is maintained at a relatively high temperature 
and said lower storage earth area is maintained at a rela 
tively low temperature so that heat loss to deep earth is 
held to a minimum. 

7. A house and heating system therefor according to 
claim 6, including one-way thermal check valve means co~ 
operative with the earth imbedded heat transfer fluid con 
ducting means to transmit heat from underlying deep earth 
to the storage earth areas and to the sections of said con 
ducting means extending through the latter, whereby dis 
'sipation of heat from the storage earth areas to deep earth 
is counteracted. 

8. In a house heating system, an electrically driven 
4heat pump comprising a refrigerant evaporator, a refrig 
erant compressor and a refrigerant condenser, a heat 
_storage area in earth beneath the house, heat transfer fluid 
conducting means extending through said heat storage 
area, a heat transfer fluid conductive coil within the heat 
pump evaporator and connected in circuit with said heat 
transfer fluid conducting means traversing the heat storage 
area, another heat transfer fluid conductive coil within the 
heat -pump condenser also connected in circuit with said 
heat transfer fluid conducting means traversing the heat 
storage area, the house containing an attic space, a metal 
roof over said attic space, a cover for said metal roof 
adapted to insulate it from cold blasts of winter air yet 
allowing solar energy to pass freely therethrough, whereby 
`the attic air is heated during sunny winter days, an vattic 
Vheat recovery device, means for circulating heat transfer 
fluid from the evaporator coil through ̀ said attic heat re 
covery device, whereby to supply heat from attic air to 
the heat pump, alternate means for circulating heat trans 
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fer íluíd from the heat transfer tluid conducting means of 
the storage area through said evaporator coil, whereby to 
supply heat from the‘heat storage area to the heat pump, 
a house heating device, means for circulating heat trans 
fer ñuid from the condenser coil through -said house heat 
ing device, whereby to supply heat to the house space, 
alternative means for circulating heat transfer huid from 
said condenser coil through the heat transfer fluid con 
ducting means traversing the heat `storage are-a, whereby 
to charge heat into said storage area, anda damper means 
operative in the attic heat recovery device to control move 
ment therethrough of either attic or outdoor air, which 
ever is warmest, and means responsive to attic and out 
door »air temperatures operative to automatically actuate 
said damper means; 
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